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The understanding and summarization of narratives remains a challenge, in part because of the inability to adequately capture the ‘aboutness’ of information content. This can result in inappropriate content selection as well as summary incoherence. The paper sketches a general framework for narrative summarization that relies in part on exploitation of temporal information. The framework distinguishes three levels of narrative: scene, story, and plot. The paper shows how this framework can help address such problems. It goes on to discuss how different levels of narrative structure can provide useful information for summarization. The paper concludes with a discussion of the many challenges in the area. ABSTRACT:
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1. Introduction The goal of automatic text summarization is to take a partially-structured source text, extract information content from it, and present the most important content in a condensed form in a manner sensitive to the needs of the user and task (Mani and Maybury 1999). Summarization has made many inroads over the last decade, including methods for relatively new problems such as sentence compression, e.g., (Knight and Marcu 2000) (DUC 2004), and multi-document summarization, e.g., (Mani and Bloedorn 1999) (McKeown et al. 2003). Although evaluation continues to pose challenges (see (Mani 2001) for an overview), there have been a number of interesting developments, including common evaluation tasks (Mani et al. 2002) (DUC 2004) and new scoring methods, e.g., (Lin and Hovy 2003) (van Halteren and Teufel 2003). While these developments are encouraging, a major challenge for summarization, as in other areas of Natural Language Processing (NLP), is in adequately capturing the “aboutness” of information content. Even in sentence extraction approaches, where no new text is generated, the inability to precisely capture information content can result in inappropriate selection of information content, as well as problems of coherence of the resulting summaries. Getting a machine to understand and summarize human narratives has been a classic challenge for NLP and AI. Central to all narratives is the notion of time and the unfolding of events. When we understand a story, we are able to understand the temporal order of happening of events. A given text may have multiple stories; when we understand such a text, we are able to tease apart these distinct stories. Thus, understanding the story from a text involves building a global model of the sequences of events in the text, as well as the structure of nested stories. Finally, we are able to understand the emotional states associated with the agents, and can empathize with particular outcomes. These levels of human understanding in turn can suggest methods for modeling the structure of narratives for use in summarization. There are a number of theories of text structure that postulate the existence of various discourse relations that relate elements in the text to produce a global model of discourse, e.g., (Mann and Thompson 1988), (Hobbs 1985), (Hovy 1990) and others. In Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson 1988), (Marcu 2000), these relations are ultimately between semantic elements corresponding to discourse units that can be simple sentences or clauses as well as entire discourses. In SDRT (Asher and Lascarides 2003), these relations are between representations of propositional content, called Discourse Representation Structures (Kamp and Reyle, 1993). While theories such as RST have been shown to be useful in summarization (Marcu 1999), such theories are primarily applicable to expository text, not narratives. Nevertheless, I will discuss below an analysis of the temporal structure of narratives that is related to RST-like notions.
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Other linguistic approaches include (Labov 1972), who described a theory of narrative that decomposes narratives into several key components: Abstract (summary of the central action); Orientation (scene setting – who, when, where, and initial situation); Action (what happened); Evaluation (the significance); Resolution (what finally happened); and Coda (wrap up and return from the time of the narrative to the present). Components are ordered as above, except for Evaluation, which is relatively free. Action and Evaluation are the only obligatory components. This analysis has been extended to news stories by (Bell 1999), who points out that news stories have a rather different structure from personal narratives. Nevertheless, Labov’s insights are highly relevant to the analysis of plot, which we discuss below. In what follows, I will begin by enumerating some problems of narrative summarization faced by current approaches. Rather than attempting piecemeal solutions, I develop a general framework for narrative summarization that relies in part on exploitation of temporal information. While my focus is on temporal information, spatial information can also contribute in a similar manner. I will show how this framework can help address the above problems. In particular, I will discus how different levels of narrative structure can provide useful information for summarization. 2. Narrative Summarization Problems A summarizer should select salient information from a narrative, presenting it in a coherent manner. Let us consider some problems of “aboutness” of information that pertain to summarization of narratives.



2.1 Content Selection 2.1.1 Real versus hypothetical events If a summarizer is concerned with factual information, e.g., a history of just those events that are presented as actual occurrences, then filtering out hypothetical ones, such as the graduation in “hopes to [graduate] in 2006” can result in a dramatic reduction in number of events that need to be considered. Current summarization systems make no such distinction. By the same token, a summarizer may be concerned with summarizing the intentions and plans of a agent in a narrative, in which case identifying the salient hypothetical events and anchoring them temporally and spatially, e.g., “a bombing planned for July 4”, will be of interest. 2.1.2 Redundancy of information
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In many summarization situations, especially in multi-document summarization, it is necessary to wean out redundant information. However, summarizers are often misled by similar-looking information that is actually distinct. Deciding whether two passages, each in a different document, are talking about the same event can be quite a challenge. Consider a real-life example of sentences from two related stories1: (1a) [PBS Online NewsHour with Jim Lehrer; August 17, 1999; Julian Manyon] The earthquake was centered on the industrial city of Izmit. (1b) [PBS Online NewsHour with Jim Lehrer; August 17, 1999; Andrew Veitch] Today's quake was centered on Izmit. Are the two earthquakes the same event or not? Here we need to know not only that “quake” is synonymous with “earthquake”, but also that “the earthquake” (no temporal anchor) and “today's quake” (temporally anchored via an indexical expression) are referring to the same event. A system based on vocabulary overlap may easily confuse such events, especially since major earthquakes often have major aftershocks. Consider a second example, of ProMed news reports2 discussing an outbreak of Ebola Virus in Uganda (here, the article dateline is indicated in brackets, and relevant temporal anchors are underlined): (2a) [Gulu 14 Oct 2000 23:25:01] On 13 Oct 2000, it was reported that at least 30 people in this northern Uganda town have died in recent weeks of a hemorrhagic fever that authorities say … (2b) [16 Oct 2000 11:42:34 GMT] So far 10 people have died in hospital, including 3 nurses treating the sick. The other victims have succumbed in their villages before they could get to medical help. (2c) [Nairobi 17 Oct 2000 09:33:41] Fears of the deadly Ebola fever gripped Kenya on Monday as 2 children died of … The disease is reported to have killed 37 people in northern Uganda at the weekend. (2d) [Nairobi 17 Oct 2000 21:37:42] By Tue 17 Oct 2000, Radio Uganda was reporting 73 known cases, of whom 37 had died … In order to determine whether a particular death statistic is redundant or not, or to generate a timeline, it is necessary to anchor the deaths temporally and spatially. This is not what current summarizers do, unfortunately. 2.1.3 Plots



1 2



www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/middle_east/july-dec99/earthquake_8-17.html www.isid.org
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Narratives describe events in the world, and particular patterns of events in the world are viewed as being significant to the agents involved. Thus, understanding a narrative is not simply an identification of a sequence of events, but being able to recognize a familiar pattern in the sequence. To summarize a narrative adequately, a system needs to be able to get at such patterns. Consider the text (3), adapted slightly from (Lehnert 1981): (3) John was thrilled when Mary accepted his engagement ring. But when he found out about her father’s illegal mail-order business, he felt torn between his love for Mary and his responsibility as a police officer. When John finally arrested her father, Mary called off their engagement. The point of the story is not simply the fact of an engagement being accepted and called off. Rather, the story is about John facing a problem of choosing between love and moral responsibility, and the price he pays for choosing the latter. Understanding the story includes grasping this aspect of “aboutness” of the story. We shall refer to this level of “aboutness” of the story. as the “plot” level. While plots are certainly important for fictional narratives, do they arise or matter for non-fictional ones? The answer is “yes”. Biographies, historical works, documentaries, etc., all are amenable to plot-level summaries, since people specifically select and present events in particular patterns that relate to social values and ideals. For an examination of this aspect in the case of personal ‘life story’ narratives, see (Linde 1993).



2.2 Summary Coherence 2.2.1 Dangling anaphors Sentence extraction summarizers can suffer from dangling references that can be temporal in nature. For example, the following summary elements were extracted in a biographical summary (Mani et al. 1999) of information in news documents from the TREC collection (Harman and Voorhees 1996): (4a) …worked in recent summers…… (4b) … was the source of the virus last week … (4c) … where Morris was a computer science undergraduate until June … (4d) … whose virus program three years ago disrupted … 2.2.2 Sentence Ordering In single-document summaries based on sentence extraction, sentences are usually ordered based on the ordering in the source document. However, in multi-
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document summarization, where sentences are being extracted from multiple documents, the ordering problem can be quite challenging. (Barzilay et al. 2002) (Lapata 2003) describe methods for deciding on the order in which to present sentences for summarization, without deciding when events occur. The only temporal information used here is publication date of articles. However, news stories often have, as shown by the examples in (2), background information pertaining to events that do not occur at the publication date.



3. Understanding Narrative



3.1 Introduction To formally analyze narratives, it helps to think of the unfolding of a narrative like the playing of a movie. The movie is made up of scenes. Each scene is in turn made up of shots. Shots are like sub-events; for example, walking into a store may involve a sequence of shots. Scenes usually provide a spatial or temporal anchoring of an event, though the anchoring may only be implicit. Scenes can be of various types: some, with just perception events, will be “setting scenes”, others will have actions in them, still others will be filled with thoughts. Agents participate in events according to various thematic roles. Narratives give rise to component structure at various levels. A consecutive pair of scenes is related by a type of scene transition. A sequence of scenes, each of a particular duration, are arranged together in various ways to produce a narrative. A history is a narrative where the scenes are arranged in chronological order. Scenes are also arranged hierarchically, into stories. Stories have plots. We now discuss each of these in turn.



3.2 Scene Scenes correspond to sentences with finite clauses. The content of each scene is the propositional content of the sentence. Each scene is associated with one or more agents, participating in one or more events. Events here are construed broadly, to include states as well as abstract eventualities; they can be real or hypothetical. Consider example (5), adapted from (Webber 1988): (5) a. Last Tuesday, John went into the florist shop. b. He had promised Mary some flowers. c. She said she wouldn’t forgive him if he forgot. d. So he picked out three red roses.
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In this narrative, there are four scenes, a through d. Each scene mentions an agent as well as at least one event the agent participates in. In (5a), an anchored scene, a temporal location and a spatial location (the goal of the event) is provided to explicitly anchor the event. Each scene also provides information about real and hypothetical events. For example, we know, based on syntactic subordination in scene c, that the forgiving and forgetting events are hypothetical events. We also know from the past tenses that all the events occur before the speech time n. Thus, the scene a tells us that its event Ea, which occurs during Tuesday, is before n. We are also able to infer, based on the past perfect tense in b, that the event of promising in b (Eb) occurs before some reference time prior to n (Reichenbach 1947), but the scene doesn’t anchor the reference time. The anchoring information to anchor the reference time of Eb is not available from scene information. Thus, the ordering of Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed with respect to each other is not available in scene information. In summary, scenes contain propositional information, including information about real and hypothetical events, with resolution of explicitly mentioned temporal (and spatial) anchors. Implicit anchors, and the ordering of events within an entire narrative, aren’t present in scenes. These latter inferences depend on a discourselevel model of the temporal structure of the narrative, which we turn to next.



3.3 Story Scenes are arranged into stories, which (unlike scenes) have a hierarchical structure expressed as a tree. Stories capture the global temporal structure of a narrative. The story for (5) can be represented by the tree T1, from (Mani and Pustejovsky 2004): E0



Ea



E1



Eb



Ed



Ec



T1 has a top-level story (E0), one sub-story (E1), and four scenes (the leaves). Here E0 has children Ea, E1, and Ed, and E1 has children Eb and Ec. The nodes with alphabetic subscripts are events mentioned in the text, whereas nodes with
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numeric subscripts are abstract events, i.e., events that represent abstract discourse objects. Here, a node X is a child of node Y iff X is temporally included in Y. Note that the mentioned events are ordered left to right in text order for notational convenience, but no temporal ordering is directly represented in the tree. Since the nodes in this representation are at a semantic level, the tree structure is not necessarily isomorphic to a representation at the text level, although T1 happens to be isomorphic. In this scheme, events are represented as pairs of time points. In addition to T1, we also have the temporal ordering constraints C1: {Eb < Ec, Ec < Ea, Ea < Ed}. Inferences based on linguistic and commonsense knowledge tell us that the reference time introduced by the past perfect in b coincides with the time of Ea, and thus that Ec is before Ea, which precedes Ed. In other words, at this level we go beyond the scene structure to infer implicit temporal anchorings of events. However, we don’t know whether b and c occurred on Tuesday or not. In (5) the embedding nodes E0 and E1 were abstract, but textually mentioned events can also create embeddings, as in (6) (example text from (Spejewski 1994)): (6) a. Edmond made his own Christmas presents this year. b. First he dried a bunch of tomatoes in his oven. c. Then he made a booklet of recipes that use dried tomatoes. d. He scanned in the recipes from his gourmet magazines. e. He gave these gifts to his family. T2 = E0 Ea Eb



Ee Ec Ed



C2 = {Ea < Ee, Eb < Ec} More formally, a story for a text is a pair , where T is a rooted, unordered, directed tree with nodes N = E ∪ A, where E is the set of events mentioned in the text and A is a set of abstract events, and a parent-child ordering relation, ⊆ (temporal inclusion). A non-leaf node can be textually mentioned or abstract. Nodes also have a set of properties. Note that the tree is temporally unordered left to right. C is a set of temporal ordering constraints using the ordering relation, < (temporal
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precedence) as well as, for states, ‘minimal restrictions’ on the above temporal inclusion relation. Stories represent the temporal structure of a narrative, including nested stories. Stories can be converted to a first-order temporal logic representation (where temporal ordering and inclusion operators are added) to the scene information. See (Mani and Pustejovsky 2004) for details, and for comparisons with other frameworks such as Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle 1993). The story structure uses temporal relations as surrogates for discourse relations. As shown in (Mani and Pustejovsky 2004), certain standard tree configurations within stories are suggestive of particular rhetorical relations. As argued in (Mani and Pustejovsky 2004), the story-level representation has the advantage of being potentially simpler to annotate compared to RST.



3.4 Plot As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, understanding a narrative is not simply an identification of a sequence of events, but being able to recognize a familiar pattern in the sequence. These patterns have emotional significance. Agents in stories have motives, and are affected emotionally by particular events. As argued by (Hogan 2003) in his cross-cultural examination of narrative and emotion, prototypical narratives allow the reader to empathize with particular characters through priming of their own emotions. Understanding a narrative is this more than identifying its story structure; it requires establishing the emotional impact associated with particular scenes or sequences of scenes. Following (Lehnert 1981), I refer to this level of narrative structure as Plot, which is based on the notion of events with positive (E+), negative (E-), or unspecified (E?) affect, for a particular agent. For example, getting engaged (E) can result in a positive emotion or affect (E+) for the agents involved. Although this is clearly an oversimplification (emotions aren’t just Boolean, and there are more than two of them!), this assumption will be sufficient for our initial framework. Thus, in (5), we infer that John wants to please Mary, and that’s why he goes to buy flowers for her. Nevertheless, we feel that (5), as a story, is incomplete, because we don’t know whether John’s goal was realized or not. For example, even if his goal were to be realized, without more context or some complicating situation, a movie based on (5) would be rather “unsatisfying”. Consider again the example (3), slightly reformatted as (7): (7) a. John was thrilled b. when Mary accepted his engagement ring. c. But when he found out about her father’s illegal mail-order business, d. he felt torn between his love for Mary and his responsibility as a police officer. e. When John finally arrested her father f. Mary called off their engagement.
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In translating Lehnert’s framework into mine, the plot of (7) may be restated roughly as in (8). Here inferred mental states that aren’t mentioned in scenes are indicated with decimal numbers. All such mental states, as in Lehnert’s framework, have neutral affect, while all mentioned events have positive or negative affect. In the description below, the affect result state of an event (+ or –) is indicated with respect to a particular agent who is left implicit to keep the presentation concise. (8) a-b. John was thrilled when Mary accepted his engagement ring. JOHN EXPERIENCES A MENTAL STATE OF WANTING TO MARRY MARY (E0.1),



AND



THIS CAUSES HIM TO ACTUALIZE HIS DESIRE BY OFFERING HER AN



(E1+)3. MARY EXPERIENCES A MENTAL STATE OF WANTING TO MARRY JOHN (E0.2), AND THIS CAUSES HER TO ACTUALIZE HER DESIRE BY + ACCEPTING THE RING (E2 ). THE LATTER HAS ALSO A POSITIVE AFFECT FOR + JOHN, WHO IS THRILLED (E3 ). ENGAGEMENT RING



c. But when he found out about her father’s illegal mail-order business, JOHN FINDS OUT (E4-) THAT MARY’S FATHER IS A CROOK, d. he felt torn between his love for Mary and his responsibility as a police officer. WHICH MOTIVATES HIM TO BE IN A MENTAL STATE OF WANTING TO ENFORCE THE LAW (E0.3), WHICH CREATES A PROBLEM (PPU=P1) FOR JOHN.



e. When John finally arrested her father HE ACTUALIZES THIS DESIRE BY MAKING AN ARREST (E5+), WHICH RESULTS IN A PROBLEM RESOLUTION FOR JOHN (PU=PR1), BUT A NEGATIVE AFFECT (E5 ) FOR MARY, f. Mary called off their engagement. (E0.4), (E6+). THIS



MARY IS MOTIVATED TOWARDS A MENTAL STATE OF WANTING REVENGE WHICH SHE ACTUALIZES BY CALLING OFF THE ENGAGEMENT



(PU=R1) ON HER PART RESULTS IN A POSITIVE TRADEOFF (PU=T1) FOR HER. HOWEVER, IT RESULTS IN A NEGATIVE AFFECT STATE (E6-) FOR JOHN, TERMINATING THE POSITIVE AFFECT STATE FROM HIS ENGAGEMENT, LEADING TO A LOSS (PPU=L1) FOR HIM. RETALIATION



Lehnert describes a number of narrative structures called “Plot Units”, abbreviated in (8) above as “PU”. Here is my representation of the primitive plot units (abbreviated as “PPU”) relevant to (8): •



3



success (PPU=S): actualize (A, E0., E+); i.e., an agent’s mental state is actualized by an event which results in a positive affect for the agent



In other words, ‘accepting a ring’ is decomposed as ‘accepting an offer of a ring’.
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problem (PPU=P): motivate(A, E-, E0.) ; i.e., an event which results in a negative affect for an agent motivates the agent’s mental state.



•



loss (PPU=L): terminate (A, E-, E+); i.e., an event which has a positive affect for an agent is terminated by an event which has a negative affect for the agent



Primitive plot units can be strung together to create complex plot units. Here are the complex plot units relevant to (8): •



intentional problem resolution (PU=PR): motivate(A, E1-, E0.) & actualize (A, E0., E2+) & terminate (A, E2+, E1-) ; i.e., an event which results in a negative affect for an agent motivates a mental state (i.e., PU=P) which is actualized by an event which results in a positive affect for the agent (i.e., PU=S), which terminates the negative affect of the agent.



•



retaliation (PU=R): cause-indirect(E1?, A, B, E1-) & motivate(B, E1-, E0.) & actualize (B, E0., E2+) & cause-indirect(E2+, B, A, E2-); i.e., an event affecting one agent (A) leads to a negative affect in another agent (B), which causes a problem (PU=P) for B which is actualized by an event which has a positive affect for B, which has a negative affect for A (in (8), A=John, B=Mary).



•



positive tradeoff (PU=T): (A, E2+, E1+) ; i.e., an event which has a positive affect for an agent terminates an event which has a positive affect for the agent



A plot of a narrative, in this account, is structured as a graph, where edges links events (either mentioned events or inferred mental states). This graph is made up of subgraphs consisting of plot units. As presented above, the graph structure has a corresponding logical representation; see (Lehnert 1981) for details on the graphs. Lehnert’s analysis has a number of weaknesses, stemming mainly from the limited model of emotion. John’s feeling torn between two affects isn’t directly expressible in her framework. Also, the positive affect for John of the arrest seems inappropriate, given that it’s embedded in a negative situation for John. In summary, plots go beyond stories in providing information about the positive, negative or neutral affect of an event for an agent. They also provide information about additional events corresponding to mental states, that aren’t mentioned explicitly in the text. Modeling a text in terms of plots requires a representation of the temporal sequence of events in the narrative. Although Lehnert’s theory doesn’t mention discourse-level representations, as discussed in Section 3.3, the story level is essential to infer the temporal sequence of events in the narrative. This suggests that processing narratives in the order of scene, story, and plot will be most natural. It also predicts that sub-stories should have ‘coherent’ plots.
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4. Narrative Summarization



4.1 Introduction In this section, I will discuss how information at different narrative levels can be used in summarization. Exploiting such information can alleviate the problems mentioned above. However, as we shall see, such an approach goes even further in terms of allowing new types of summaries that are specific to narrative.



4.2 Using Scene Information 4.2.1 Real versus Hypothetical Events As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, it is desirable to distinguish real from hypothetical events in summarization. This distinction is available from information at the scene level. I now discuss some problems in extracting information about real/hypothetical events from scene level information. Shallow tense and aspect information can distinguish real events from hypothetical ones to some extent (e.g., “did not [meet]”, “would have [met]”), but it becomes more challenging when there are syntactic complement and subordination relations. For example, the bracketed event in “planned [the bombing]” is hypothetical, whereas it is a real event in “planned [the bombing], which they later executed”. This suggests that there needs to be two instances of the bombing, one planned, and another one executed, linked via coreference. The linking may involve non-local links, e.g., when “planned the bombing” is followed by “It was prevented/thwarted”. The subordination may involve sub-events, e.g., “could have prevented the attack by [informing] the authorities” (hypothetical). The subordination may have non-local scope, e.g., the “planned the bombing” sentence may be followed by “It had three participants”, where the participants are involved in the planned bombing. (It can be seen that anaphora, along with gapping and VP ellipsis, can cause additional difficulties here.) As discussed in Section 5, the TimeML tagging scheme (Pustejovsky et al. 2004) annotates subordination links (SLINKs) between event mentions. This sort of tagging, in my view, is sufficient, when accompanied by robust coreference, to address this particular content selection problem in summarization. 4.2.2 Resolving Dangling Anaphors Since scenes provide access to explicit temporal (and spatial) anchors, such anchors will have been dereferenced, so that indexicals such as “Tuesday” are
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resolved and place names like “Rome” disambiguated. (Mani and Wilson 2000) describe methods for resolving temporal expressions, while work on spatial disambiguation is a topic of active research. This can address in part problems of dangling temporal references as in (4). Therefore, the temporal aspect of this problem can, in large part, be addressed with current methods of temporal information extraction. 4.2.3 Producing Historical Summaries The problem with explicit anchors is that they are few and far between. Nevertheless, based on the anchors, it is possible to cluster scenes into bins according to their temporal and spatial anchors. These bins can in turn be clustered in various ways, e.g., the “September 2001” bin, or the “Middle East” bin. The scenes can also be sorted temporally, so that a history can be provided. A history may have to aggregate dates and times to create different sized historical time periods. Figure 1 shows an example of a history generated from (2) based on explicit anchors. The history is a concatenation of the history from each individual document. Clearly, a history could also be generated by merging information from multiple documents which describe common events. Note that aggregation of events across time and region can also be carried out. Time 2000



Place



Deaths



Source



13 Oct



Gulu, Uganda



≥ 30



ProMed; 14 Oct 2000 23:25:01



16 Oct



hospitals in Gulu, Uganda



10



ProMed; 16 Oct 2000



16 Oct



Gulu



37



ProMed; 17 Oct 2000 09:33:41



17 Oct



Gulu



37



ProMed; 17 Oct 2000 21:37:42



FIGURE 1: A historical summary of (2) In a multi-document summarization setting, it is possible to compare scenes using events and times as handles. Thus, we would decide if the same deaths are being described in two different sentences from different articles. In such a setting, for example, the multi-document summarizer would remove the last entry in Figure 1. When there are a large number of scenes, it is possible to extract key scenes by choosing those scenes which contain events that are relatively frequently mentioned, that have many predications involving them (Maybury 1995) (Tucker 1999), that
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contain key agents or entities, or that are clustered with a spatial or temporal location that have a high density of events. In mining Ebola data from a year’s worth of ProMed articles, the above period of 13-16 October 2000, when the deaths were increasing, was probably very significant. While the problems of comparing events can be fairly complex, requiring complex cross-document coreference, the methods cited in this section, including the dangling references in (4) and the output in Figure 1, have all been implemented at labs at Georgetown University and MITRE using tools such as the TempEx time expression tagger (Mani and Wilson 2000).



4.3 Using Story Information At the story level, implicit as well as explicit anchoring is handled. This allows one, for example, to infer the relations between Ea, Eb, Ec and Ed in (5). This makes for many more scenes to be anchored, and therefore, of far more complete information to support binning, sorting, and generation of historical timelines and key scenes. An experiment by (Mani and Schiffman 2004) involving 280 clausepairs found that 75% of clauses lack explicit time expressions, i.e., the ‘anchor’ time of most events is left implicit. A crucial difference between stories and scenes is of course the identification of sub-stories. This allows one to define salience of a scene at the story level in terms of story depth in the story tree. Thus, for example, a two-scene summary of (6) that exploited story structure would be: (9) a. Edmond made his own Christmas presents this year .d. He gave these gifts to his family. This kind of summary is of course out of the scope of current summarizers, unless they use an RST-like representation, with the latter being (arguably) relatively expensive to annotate. Consider a longer story from the Brandeis Reading Corpus, from Brandeis University: (10)



a. David wants to buy a Christmas present for a very special person, his mother. b. David's father gives him $5.00 a week pocket money and c. David puts $2.00 a week into his bank account. d. After three months David takes $20.00 out of his bank account and e. goes to the shopping mall. f. He looks and looks for a perfect gift. g. Suddenly he sees a beautiful brooch in the shape of his favorite pet. h. He says to himself i. "Mother loves jewelry, and
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j. the brooch costs only $l7.00." k. He buys the brooch and l. takes it home. m. He wraps the present in Christmas paper and n. places it under the tree. o. He is very excited and p. he is looking forward to Christmas morning to see the joy on his mother's face. q. But when his mother opens the present r. she screams with fright because s. she sees a spider. Figure 2 shows the story for (10), from (Mani and Pustejovsky 2004).



Figure 2: Story for (10) Example (11) shows a concise summary for the story in Figure 2. Each of the three children of the root node is summarized. Here, the fragments extracted unchanged from the source text are shown in brackets. (11) E0: [David puts $2.00 a week into his bank account c] [to buy a Christmas present for a] [his mother a]. E1: [After three months David takes $20.00 out of his bank account and d] [buys the brooch k] E3: [But when his mother opens the present q] [she screams with fright becauser] [she sees a spider.s]
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The summary involves extraction of syntactic constituents from the story tree, with a little bit of text smoothing to put them together in a coherent summary. This is well within the scope of current symbolic and statistical summarization methods, e.g., (Mani et al. 1999) (Knight and Marcu 2000).



4.4 Using Plot Information How is one to summarize a plot? (Lehnert 1981) describes a summarization strategy that begins by identifying top-level plot units, then deriving a plot-unit graph structure, and finally identifying salient (or pivotal) plot units based on the graph structure. This is used, along with canned text templates, to generate a baseline summary, which is then revised so as to accommodate plot units related to the pivotal ones along with various textual smoothing operations. Lehnert reports that in analyzing 10 human summaries of a given story, plot units play an important role in them. Note that her system was not implemented, and the issue of coverage and brittleness of plot units was not addressed. Nevertheless, we can consider the results she presented for (3), repeated here. (3) John was thrilled when Mary accepted his engagement ring. But when he found out about her father’s illegal mail-order business, he felt torn between his love for Mary and his responsibility as a police officer. When John finally arrested her father, Mary called off their engagement. Her summary is shown in (12): (12) [Because John arrested Mary’s father e], [she called off their engagement f]. We can see that (12) is very close to a sentence extraction summary which extracts the last sentence, though there has been some text smoothing (underlined)! We would be lucky (as we sometimes are in news stories when we extract just the first sentence) if we could get away with choosing the last sentence in many cases. However, as mentioned earlier, the point of the story (3) is about John facing a problem of choosing between love and moral responsibility, and the price he pays for choosing the latter. I therefore think that a summary which goes beyond sentence extraction is called for, as it had to allude to the plot units in the summary. However, it need not go very far beyond sentence extraction; it may be enough to insert plot units into extracted fragments which are then revised by smoothing (the latter along the lines of (Mani et al. 1999). If we choose a pivotal plot unit to include, that would be, based on her account, PU=R1, i.e., retaliation. So, such a summary would be more along the lines of (13), where inserted plot units are shown in bold. (13) In revenge for John’s arresting Mary’s crooked father, Mary called off their engagement.
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It can be seen that Mary’s motive is included in the summary (as it should be), but John’s loss, offset against his thrill of her accepting his engagement ring, isn’t mentioned. For all we know from the summary, John could not have cared two hoots about Mary’s annulling of the engagement. What is missing is a link from end to beginning. As mentioned in Section 3.4, understanding the plot in a narrative presupposes a knowledge of the temporal sequence of events, which presupposes a story tree analysis. Now, let us consider an example of a plot summary, one for which we have first constructed a story level representation. First, in (14), I provide a plot for the story summary in (11), rather than a summary for the (entire) plot of (10). The advantage of the former is that one has a smaller plot graph to deal with, with the disadvantage being loss of information in the story summary. (14) Story E0: DAVID EXPERIENCES A MENTAL STATE OF WANTING TO GIVE (E0.1) A CHRISTMAS PRESENT TO HIS MOTHER, AND THIS MOTIVATES HIM TO A MENTAL STATE OF WANTING TO SAVE ENOUGH MONEY (E0.2) TO BUY IT. HE ACTUALIZES THE LATTER DESIRE EVERY WEEK BY PUTTING MONEY INTO HIS BANK ACCOUNT



Story E1: UNTIL IT HAS A POSITIVE AFFECT (E1+) (PPU=S1), WHICH THEN ALLOWS + 4 HIM TO ACTUALIZE E0.1 BY GIVING HER THE PRESENT (E2 ) (PU=NSG1 ). Story E3: DAVID’S GIVING THE PRESENT ENABLES HIS MOTHER’S MENTAL STATE OF (E0.3) THE PRESENT, WHICH IS ACTUALIZED BY HER OPENING THE PRESENT (E3 ) WHICH ENABLES ANOTHER EVENT OF SEEING THE SPIDER (E4 ), WHICH HAS A NEGATIVE AFFECT FOR HIS MOTHER. THIS EVENT ENABLES IN HIS MOTHER ANOTHER NEGATIVE AFFECT EVENT OF SCREAMING (E5 ). THIS LATTER EVENT ALSO HAS A NEGATIVE AFFECT FOR DAVID, TERMINATING HIS POSITIVE AFFECT FOR E2, LEADING TO 5 A LOSS (PPU=L1) FOR HIM AND A REGRETTABLE MISTAKE (PU=RM1 ) FOR HER. WANTING TO OPEN



A summary of (14), motivated by similar considerations as in the production of (13), is shown in (15): (15) [David’s mother screams with fright r] [when she opens the Christmas present q] [of a spider brooch that David bought k] and now regrets giving her. nested subgoals (PU=NSG): motivate(A, E0., E1.) & actualize (A, E1., E1+) & actualize (A, E0., E2+) ; i.e., an agent’s mental state which motivates another mental state in the agent, which is actualized by an event with positive affect for the agent, followed by another event which actualizes the first mental state, with positive affect for the agent. 4
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However, this summary misses the devotion of David in saving all the money, which adds to the pathos of the final outcome. Again, a link from end to beginning may be needed. The production of a plot summary, given a plot graph, is in my view largely a matter of experimentation and evaluation. Graph-based methods have been quite widely used in summarization; for details, see (Mani 2001, section 2.2).



5. Prospects for Improved Narrative Summarization



5.1 Introduction This paper has argued that current summarization systems haven’t succeeded in capturing the content of narratives. Accordingly, I sketched an initial framework for narrative understanding and summarization, based in large part on earlier work. In this section, I would like to make some remarks about prospects for progress in narrative summarization in the future. Summarization is commonly thought of in terms of three phases: analysis, transformation into a summary representation, and synthesis (Mani 2001). I did not specify the details of the two latter phases, as I expect that they are well within the scope of current methods for graph-based summarization and text smoothing; see (Mani 2001) for details. I focused instead on the narrative analysis phase, which requires more varieties of linguistic analysis than we typically carry out in the field of summarization.



5.2 Scenes The analysis starts with scene-level information. How accurately can scene-level information be captured? To provide the predicate-argument information present in scenes, a predicateargument level tagging is required, for example, as in PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer 2002). Automatic tagging of predicate-argument representations is not at present highly accurate, but it is available. We focus here on temporal aspects of scene information. regrettable-mistake (PU=RM): cause-indirect(E1?, A, B, E1-) & cause-indirect(E1-, A, B, E1-); i.e., an event affecting one agent (A) leads to a negative affect in another agent (B), which leads to a negative affect in the first agent (A). 5
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TimeML (Pustejovsky et al. 2004) is a proposed metadata standard for markup of events and their temporal anchoring in documents. TimeML flags tensed verbs, adjectives, and nominals that correspond to events and states, tagging instances of them with standard TimeML attributes, including the class of event (perception, reporting, aspectual, state, etc.), tense (past, present, future), grammatical aspect (perfective, progressive, or both), whether it is negated, any modal operators which govern it, and its cardinality if the event occurs more than once. Likewise, time expressions are flagged, and their values normalized, so that Thursday in He left on Thursday would get a resolved ISO time value depending on context. Finally, temporal relations between events and time expressions (e.g., that the leaving occurs during Thursday) are recorded by means of temporal links (TLINKs) that express Allen-style interval relations (Allen 1984). Linking also take into account actual versus hypothetical events, e.g., in John may leave tomorrow, where the leaving is subordinated to the modal may, and John said/denied that Mary left, where the leaving is subordinated to the saying/denying. These latter situations are addressed by means of SLINKs, or subordinating links. Thus, in the sentence The message to the chief of staff was meant to be taken as a suggestion that Sununi offer to resign, one highly placed source said, the saying subordinates the other events, which are in turn subordinated in the order found in the sentence. Based on this description, it should be clear that TimeML properly includes the important temporal information we require from scenes. One can then ask, how accurately TimeML can be computed. A corpus of TimeML-annotated news stories called TimeBank6 has been created along with various annotation tools that go along with it, such as the TANGO tool (Pustejovsky et al. 2003). Tagging accuracy for time expressions has been measured on an early version of a subset of TimeML called TIMEX27. Inter-annotator accuracy, on the average, across 5 annotators annotating 193 news documents from the TDT28 corpus, is .86 F-measure in identifying time values and .79 F-measure on tagging expression extents (positions) in the text. On the 193-document TDT2 sub-corpus, the TempEx TIMEX2 automatic tagger described in (Mani and Wilson 2000) obtained a .82 Fmeasure in identifying time values and .76 F-measure for extent. Measurement of the accuracy of automatic TLINK tagging has been reported by (Mani et al. 2003), who used a decision-rule classifier trained on labeled data to achieve a .75 Fmeasure in event ordering of TLINKs. Temporal reasoning algorithms have also been developed, that apply transitivity axioms to expand the links using temporal



6 7 8



www.timeml.org timex2.mitre.org morph.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/LDC99T37.html
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closure algorithms (Setzer and Gaizauskas 2001), (Pustejovsky et al. 2003). This can of course be useful for stories as well.



5.3 Stories Next, we turn to stories. The production of a story tree for a narrative is a subject for future research, so I cannot predict how accurate it is likely to be. Nevertheless, I will describe some collaborative efforts in this direction. At Brandeis and Georgetown universities, we have begun annotating the Brandeis Reading Corpus with story trees. The corpus is a collection of 100 K-8 Reading Comprehension articles, mined from the web and categorized by level of comprehension difficulty. Articles range from 50-350 words in length. Complexity of the reading task is defined in terms of five basic classes of reading difficulty. Once the annotation effort is completed, we plan to use the annotated corpora in statistical parsing algorithms to construct story trees. This should allow features from the corpus to be leveraged together to make inferences about narrative structure. While such knowledge source combination is not by any means guaranteed to substitute for commonsense knowledge, it at least allows for the introduction of generic, machine learning methods for extracting narrative structure from stories in any domain. Earlier work in a non-corpus based (Hitzeman et al. 1995) as well as corpus-based setting (Mani et al. 2003) attests to the usefulness of combining knowledge sources for inferring temporal relations. Similar methods can be used in statistical methods for story tree parsing.



5.4 Plots Last, but not least, let’s consider plots. To create plots from story trees, it is necessary to parse the text into plot units. This requires the event information from scenes, and event ordering (both precedence and inclusion) from stories. Given an event in a scene, it is necessary to (i)



identify its affect for each human participant in the event



(ii)



identify the mental state related to the event. While plot units themselves make no reference to characteristics of the mental states, particular strategies for parsing texts into the corresponding plot unit graphs may require knowing that a particular mental state associated with is a ‘wanting to marry X’ event.



(iii)



determine actualization, termination, or motivation links.



It is not clear that any resources exist today in support of the three needs above. To address plot summarization, it will be necessary to begin an effort to build such
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resources, in the form of annotated narratives. These can be built for the storyannotated Brandeis Reading Corpus. Overall, parsing a text into plot units has some similarity with rhetorical structure parsing. Like discourse markers, an event may be ambiguous in terms of plot units and, as with zero-markers, there will be implicit events. A library of plot units is needed to match against information from the text. The early work on story understanding (Schank and Abelson 1977) (Lehnert 1981) as well as more recent approaches such as (Mueller 2003) based on the event calculus has left open the classic problems of the incompleteness of primitive plot units and the brittleness of knowledge bases used for plot unit recognition, not to mention the inefficiency of the existing solutions. It seems unlikely that these problems will go away in the near future. Nevertheless, it is possible that in very limited domains where real-time processing isn’t required, such plot-level approaches can still be exploited to offer useful plot-level summaries.



6. Conclusion In this paper, I have indicated how an inability to get at certain aspect of the “aboutness” of information content in narratives can result in inappropriate content selection as well as summary incoherence. To address this, I have sketched a general framework for narrative summarization that relies in part on exploitation of temporal information. The framework distinguishes three levels of narrative: scene, story, and plot. I have also illustrated how different levels of narrative structure can provide useful information for summarization, addressing the above problems. My prognosis for progress in this area is generally optimistic in terms of dealing with the scene and story levels of narrative. However, the plot level is faced with the same problems of brittleness and incompleteness faced by story understanding systems of the 1970’s. These problems, together with problems in exploitation of spatial information, make for very interesting challenges for the future. 7. References Allen, J. F. , Towards a General Theory of Action and Time, Artificial Intelligence 23, 1984, p. 123-154. Asher, N. and Lascarides, A., Logics of Conversation, 2003, Cambridge, UK, Cambridge University Press. Barzilay, R., Elhadad, N. and McKeown, K., Inferring Strategies for Sentence Ordering in Multidocument Summarization, Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 17, 2002, p. 35-55.
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